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The hydration properties of the oxidized form of horse heart
cytochrome c have been studied by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Two-
dimensional, homonuclear ePHOGSY-NOESY experiments are
used to map water–protein interactions. The detected NOEs reveal
interactions between nonexchangeable protein protons and both
water protons and labile protein protons which exchange with
water protons. Among the many water molecules apparent in the
X-ray structure, three have been identified with a residence time
longer than 300 ps. One of them is located inside the distal heme
cavity, in the deepest part of a hydration pathway extending
toward the surface. The identification of hydrophilic regions and
detection of three long-lived water molecules settles some ambi-
guities and provides a better representation of the water–protein
interactions in oxidized cytochrome c. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: paramagnetic systems; heme proteins; protein
NMR; water–protein interactions; proton exchange; protein
hydrophilicity.

Water–protein interactions have been extensively discu
with respect to the folding and stability of macromolecu
(1–3), as well as with respect to protein functions (4–6).

A wide range of techniques have been employed to ad
such interactions, spanning from X-ray (7) and neutron diffrac
tion (8) to computer simulations (9, 10), relaxometry (11–15),

nd high-field NMR spectroscopy (16–21). In the latter case
irect interactions of the water molecules with the protein
ardly separated from the interactions mediated through

ein protons which exchange with bulk water (22, 23). Indeed
ater–protein cross-peaks in NOESY- and ROESY-base
eriments do not originate exclusively from a direct wa
rotein nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) but also from s
ation transfer from water to exchangeable protein protons
ereafter) and from exchange-relayed NOEs from EP to
rotein protons (17, 18). To discriminate between direct- a
xchange-relayed NOEs, the usual approach is based o
eglect of all NOEs with protons within a 4.0-Å sphere fr
xchangeable protons (16, 24, 25). An alternative experiment
pproach to reduce exchange-relayed NOEs has been re
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roposed, in which resonances of relaying labile protons
uenched through a continuous-wave irradiation (25).
We are interested here in the interaction of water

xidized, paramagnetic, horse heart cytochrome c. This pr
as been extensively studied by NMR spectroscopy (26–29).
he solution structure is reported in both oxidation st

30–33), while the X-ray structure is available only for t
educed state (34). Information on water–protein interactions
urely relevant in electron-transfer proteins, and sugges
ave been made on the role of water in cytochrome c
espect to the reorganization energy associated with ele
ransfer (35). The NMR studies up to now (4, 30, 36) have no
rovided a definite picture of the location and residence tim
ater molecules inside or around the protein. Part of
ifficulty arises from the particularly large number of
hangeable protein protons in horse heart cytochrome c
he protein contains 19 lysines), which have been shown
he determinant contributors to water proton relaxation (37).
nother major problem arises from the fact that the prote
aramagnetic in the oxidized form. Paramagnetism cause
elaxation close to the metal ion and requires particular a
ion to minimize loss of information during pulse sequen
ue to nuclear relaxation.
In order to overcome these problems, we used

PHOGSY sequence (38–40) and adapted it to paramagne
ystems (36). The ePHOGSY spectrum reveals dipolar in
ctions of a protoni with water or with a proton exchangi
both slow and fast with respect to the chemical shift sep
ion) with bulk water. Such dipolar interaction is detec
hrough the appearance of NOESY-type cross peaks with
abile protein protons. On the above basis, regions of
rotein interacting with water on a time scale longer than
icoseconds (ps) were identified. The latter time correspon

he correlation time above which the sign of the NOEs betw
ater protons and protein protons is negative. The sig
aturation transfer is always negative.
Then we separated the effects of direct water prot

rotein proton NOEs from the effects due to saturation tran
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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2 BERTINI ET AL.
In this way we were able to identify three long-lived wa
molecules associated to the protein.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sample Preparation

Horse heart cytochrome c (Type VI) was obtained f
Sigma Chemical Co. and was used without further purifica
The 1H NMR samples were prepared by dissolving the lyo-
lized protein in 50 mM phosphate buffer adjusted by sod
ydroxyde and hydrochloric acid at a pH value of 5.7, to
0–15 mM solutions.

MR Spectroscopy

All experiments were performed at 293 K. The NMR spe
n a sample at pH 5.7 were recorded on a Bruker AMX
pectrometer operating at 14.1 T, equipped with a 5-mm p
nd a BGU unit for self-shieldedz-gradients.
The rationale of ePHOGSY-type experiments and

esign of the related pulse sequence has been develop
alvit (38 – 40). The sequence used is shown in Fig. 1. T
equence differs only in the final part, after point c, fr
hat previously reported. The classical watergate sch
41), provided by a PFG-90°sel–180°nonsel–90°sel–PFG, which is

typically 4 –5 ms, has been replaced by a binomial p
3–9 –19 –19 –9 –3, still sandwiched by two PFGs, wit
total duration of 0.7–1.2 ms. This modification turned ou
be almost mandatory when dealing with paramagnetic
tems. Indeed, it is important to shorten as much as pos
the watergate scheme, as the short nuclear relaxation
may give rise to loss of signals because of T2 relaxation
during the watergate period (36). The 3–9 –19 pulse perm
us to perform a selective 180° pulse within a time whic
essentially dependent only on the interpulse delay of
3–9 –19 scheme (42). Such time, in the case of large spec

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence used for the ePHOGSY-NOESY experiment (38, 39).
The delays were 120 ms for both mixing times, 15 ms for the selective Ga
pulse, 1.5 s for the recycle delay, and 50ms for the interpulse delay of the 3–9–
sequence. Sine-bell-shaped gradients were used, with a length of 864ms for
radients A and C and of 200ms for gradient D. Gradient B is a rectangu
radient which was kept for the entire mixing time. Field gradient intensities
.0 Gauss/cm for A, 0.2 Gauss/cm for B, 2.3 Gauss/cm for C, and 10.0 Ga

or D. Phase lists (x if not indicated) are as follows:f1 (4x, 4 2 y, 4 2 x, 4y), f2

(16x, 162 x), f3 (2x, y, x, 2y), f4 (x, 2y, 2x, y), fR (2(x, 2x), 2(2x, x), 2(x,
2x), 4(2x, x), 2(x, 2x), 2(2x, x), 2(x, 2x)).
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windows, can be as short as a few microseconds. In
tion, the length of the two final gradients can be shorte
significantly with respect to the usual 1 ms, down to 200ms,

nd the recovery time can be shortened down to 150ms.
Both in the standard version and in the present modifica
of ePHOGSY, water magnetization is invariantly in thexy
plane during acquisition, so that demagnetizing field eff
are unimportant (43).

In all 1D and 2D experiments, a mixing time of 120 ms w
used for both water–protein and protein–protein transfer38).
The TPPI method was used to obtain quadrature detecti
the F1 dimension (44). Gaussian shaped, selective 180° pu

f 15 ms were applied on resonance with the carrier frequ
t the H2O position. The recycle delay was 1.5 s. A spec

width of 8400 Hz was used. In the NOESY experiment (45), a
total of 48 transients were collected for a 20483 870 data
point matrix. In the ePHOGSY-NOESY experiment, a tota
640 transients were collected for a 10243 286 data poin
matrix. Prior to zero-filling (20483 1024 for the NOESY

0243 512 for the ePHOGSY-NOESY) and Fourier trans
ation, a squared cosine bell window function was applie
oth dimensions. A 1D spectrum, using the same ePHO
cheme as before, was recorded as described elsewhere36), as
ell as the 1D reference spectrum.
One-dimensional CLEANEX-PM (46) and two-dimensiona
LEANEX-PM-NOESY were collected using a spin lo
ower of 6.25 kHz. The 1D spectrum was collected using 4
cans with a delay of 120 ms for the ROESY-NOESY mix
ime of the CLEANEX sequence.

A 2D NOESY spectrum was recorded, about one hour
xchange with D2O, in order to discriminate between e-

changeable and nonexchangeable protons in the time sc
one hour (32).

All calculations were performed on IBM RISC 6000 co
uters.

RESULTS

The ePHOGSY-NOESY spectrum on which the pre
work is based is reported in Fig. 2. An ePHOGSY-NOE
spectrum is a NOESY spectrum displaying cross p
between proton pairs only if at least one of the two pro
is dipole-coupled either to water protons or to exchange
protein protons (EP). As the mixing process between2O
(or EP) and protein protons occurs beforet 1 evolution of
ePHOGSY-NOESY, the intensity of a cross peak A(i , j ) in
he ePHOGSY-NOESY spectrum is dependent on the
f proton i from water (or EP) protons and on the dipo
ipole coupling with protonj . The latter is proportional t

he intensity of the A(i , j ) cross peak in a reference NOE
pectrum.
To evaluate the ePHOGSY effect, for each cross peaki ,

) the ratio R between the peak volume (V ) in the

ian
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3PROTEIN HYDRATION IN OXIDIZED CYTOCHROME c
ePHOGSY-NOESY and that in the reference NOESY ex
ment is evaluated according to Eq. [1]:

Rij 5
Vij ~ePHOGSY-NOESY!

Vij ~NOESY!
. [1]

The Rij thus depends on the efficiency of the magnetiza
transfer between water (or EP) and protoni , independently o
possible magnetization transfer between water and protonj . As
we are dealing with 2D NOESY experiments, more than
Rij ratio in a 2D row may be obtained for each protoni and

sed to estimate an averageRi ratio for any i proton in the
ndirect dimension.

A problem in the analysis of ePHOGSY data in terms
rotein hydration is related to the selectivity of the 1
elective pulse on the water signal (38, 39). Indeed, all th
esonances that are excited, completely or partially, by the
80° selective pulse of the sequence, will originate peaks i
nal ePHOGSY-NOESY spectrum. Other experimental
roaches have also been proposed to discriminate be

ntra- and intermolecular NOEs (47, 48). To account for thi
xperimental problem, we considered that all the assi
esonances in a6180 Hz range from the water resonance (
ithin the excitation profile of the 15-ms selective pulse
ater resonance) are affected by the selective pulse. Add
lly, all nonassigned protons of Ha and all the other resonanc

which are expected to possibly fall in the above range on
basis of the chemical shift index (49) were also included in th

roup of protons. The cross peaks involving protons which
xpected, on the basis of the structure, to give rise to di
ouplings with the above peaks were neglected. After e

FIG. 2. The ePHOGSY-NOESY spectrum of oxidized horse heart
Experimental Procedures.
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ation of these possible spurious cross peaks, 114 protons
ound from the ePHOGSY-NOESY to experience interact
ith water protons or EPs. They are shown in Fig. 3.
To separate the effects of exchange from those of ge

chrome c, collected at 600 MHz and 293 K. Conditions are as descr

FIG. 3. Hydrophilic map of oxidized horse heart cytochrome c at pH
Protons are color-coded according to the following criteria: white, surface re
light gray, region A; dark gray, region B; gray region C; Constraints not belon
to any of the previous regions are indicated with an asterisk. The backbone
protein is shown as a ribbon. The figure was generated with the program
MOL (64). The diameter of the spheres reflects theR values.
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4 BERTINI ET AL.
long-lived water protons, we used an approach design
overestimate the contribution arising from EPs. Indeed, r
than excludinga priori all protons being in proximity (typ
ally 4.0 Å sphere (16, 24, 25)) to an exchangeable proton,
sed the solution structure to predict contributions to the
erved PHOGSY peaks arising from exchange. This was
y considering theRi values observed for Hd and He protons

of tyrosine rings as arising completely from relayed NOEs
OH hydroxyl protons which are in fast exchange with the w
molecules and using the tyrosine intraresidue distance
scaling factors. Then, the exchange rates of each EP w
contribution to Ri had to be calculated were estimated
follows:

(i) Peptide NH protons that are unequivocally assigned
NOESY spectrum of a D2O-exchanged sample are in very s

xchange with water (exchange rate,1022 s21). Therefore
despite the fact that they are labile protons, they do not be
like EPs and they are not considered as a source of exch
relayed NOESY phenomena;

(ii) The exchange rate of EPs that are absent in the D2O-
exchanged sample is estimated from data obtained on
peptides. The exchange rates of backbone amide pro
which can be also experimentally estimated (50, 51), are
mostly dependent on the nature of the side chain of the
sidered residue and of that of the previous one in the pri
sequence (52). Estimates of exchange rates are also avai
for exchangeable protons of several side chains (53). Using
hese exchange rates (kexc), the saturation transfer from water
Ps was estimated on the basis of Eq. [2], using an estim

elaxation rateR1 of 5 s21 for all EPs,

h 5
kexc

R1 1 kexc
. [2]

(iii) EPs which, on the chemical-shifts time scale, are in
exchange with water protons will obviously give rise to
change-relayed NOEs. To account for them, we will treat t
as the EPs of the previous group considering a 100% satu
transfer, i.e.,h 5 1.

Among the 114 protons detected in PHOGSY experim
and shown in Fig. 3, there are 35 EPs of type (ii), i.e., pro
in slow exchange with bulk water. As we are interested
conservative approach to retain only those peaks that s
arise from water–protein NOEs, we discarded from the
protons all of these EPs.

Then, as described above, for the remaining 79 proton
accounted for the contribution of relayed NOEs origina
from EPs. This contribution depends on the saturation tra
between water and EPs of types (ii) and (iii). The amoun
saturation transfer, given by Eq. [2], is used to scale dow
contribution of EPs to eachRi value experimentally obtaine

All i protons for which the calculated relayed contributi
o the R values exceeded 15% were discarded. In orde
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properly account for the uncertainty in the structure in solu
and for the conformational mobility of side chains, the ab
calculation has been done on each conformer of the fa
When the protoni was discarded in at least 10% of the
conformers, it was not considered as a peak safely arising
water–protein NOEs.

The advantage of this approach is that no threshold i
quired to define the sphere around EPs. Furthermore, the
the solution structure family somehow accounts for the p
ble conformational mobility of the lysine residues.

The above approach does not consider fast internal mo
of lysine, tyrosine, arginine, threonine, and serine side ch
They may give rise to smaller NOE contributions than m
chain amide protons or long-lived water molecules. Furt
more, exchange rates in the protein environment are gen
expected to be lower than those measured on small pep
which we used to estimate the effect of EPs. Therefore, t
a conservative approach that may lead to overestimation
effects arising from exchangeable protons.

As a consequence of this analysis, a small number of pr
is retained whoseRi values surely reflect the presence o
long-lived water molecule nearby. Indeed, theRi values o
only six protons, shown in Fig. 4, were shown to sa
originate from water molecules characterized by a resid
time longer than the rotational correlation time of the prot
For the above NOEs, corrections due to EPs account for
2 to 12% of their PHOGSY intensities, thus indicating that t
are not close to any EP. This indicates that the six obse
NOEs are not biased from our approach. They are, of co
among those that would have been retained using the s
4-Å threshold (16, 24, 25).

A complementary experiment has been performed usin

FIG. 4. The six protons identifying the location of long-lived wa
molecules. They are Trp 59 Hz2 and Hh (light gray), Tyr 67 Hb2 and Hb3

(light gray), Gln 42 HN (dark gray), and Thr 19 HN (gray). Color coding is
same as in Fig. 3. For comparison purposes, the internal water mol
obtained by the different methods are also reported using the following
code: gray, our previous work (36); white, NMR previous work (30); light
gray, X-ray (56); black, MD simulation (55). The figure was generated with t
program MOLMOL (64).
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5PROTEIN HYDRATION IN OXIDIZED CYTOCHROME c
CLEANEX-PM pulse sequence (46), which is expected t
select only fast exchanging signals. The 1D spectrum i
ported in Fig. 5. A strong signal is observed at 7.5 ppm, ar
from the NH3

1 groups of the 19 lysine residues present in
rotein. To identify other resonances, we used
LEANEX-PM sequence as a preparation event for a NOE
atergate. Such homonuclear 2D experiment turned out

ess sensitive and less informative than a CLEANEX-P
HSQC (54), but it still permitted the direct identification
ome resonances in a nonlabeled sample. In total, th
LEANEX-PM-NOESY provided the assignment of 11
hangeable protons, 5 being backbone protons (HN Gly 6, HN

Gly 23, HN His 26, HN Glu 61, HN Lys 88) and 6 belonging
the side chains (HNe21 and HNe22 Gln 12, HNe21 and HNe22 Gln 16,
HO Tyr 19, HO Thr 78). In agreement with the prediction, 4
the 5 backbone protons possess high exchange rates. HN 61 is
well resolved in the 1D CLEANEX-PM spectrum and the
fore can be identified despite its relatively small expe
exchange rate. The Gln 12 and Gln 16 proton side chains
very intense cross peaks in the NOESY-watergate, thus m
possible their identification in the CLEANEX-PM-NOESY.
expected, none of the 6 protons which identify long-lived w
molecules is observed in these experiments.

DISCUSSION

Regardless of their origin from direct water–protein NO
from saturation transfer on EPs or from intramolecular rela
NOEs originating from EPs experiencing saturation tran
the 114 protons which are revealed by the PHOGSY ex
ments provide a picture of those parts of the molecule mo

FIG. 5. Down-field part of the 1D CLEANEX-PM spectrum (46). A gradien
f 0.1 G cm21 was applied throughout the 120-ms mixing time. Peaks are ass
s follows: (A) HN Glu 61, (B) HO Thr 78, (C) HN Gly 23, (D) HO Tyr 19, (E) HN

Lys 88, (F) HN His 26, (G) HN Gly 6, (H) NH3
1 Lys, (I) HNe1 Gln 12.
e-
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contact with the solvent. Therefore, we will first consider d
shown in Fig. 3 and discuss them in terms of “hydroph
areas,” i.e., all the regions that show a high degree of exch
or NOE with water. Then, we will analyze the few peaks wh
can be safely identified as due to water molecules intera
with a correlation time longer than 300 ps. These few N
will not, per se, be capable of locating with precision a lo
lived water molecule within the protein. Still, the analysis
these NOEs, together with the data available from X-ray
MD simulation, will allow us to identify the occurrence
three long-lived water molecules and to validate our analys
hydrophilic areas.

Figure 3 shows the hydrophilic properties of oxidized
cytc at pH 5.7. There are extended water–protein interac
originating from residues at the protein surface. The obse
superficial protein–solvent interactions are not specific, as
are almost distributed over the entire protein surface. Mo
these interactions are NOEs relayed from water mediate
the exchangeable protons lying on the protein surface,
firming the efficiency of this mechanism. These superfi
protons are indicated in white, in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, the occurrence of internal hydrop
regions is also apparent. At variance with surface pro
internal “hydrated” protons are not homogeneously distribu
Indeed, a large part of the protein has essentially no int
protons experiencing PHOGSY, while other regions seem
significantly affected by water–protein interactions. Given
nonhomogeneous distribution of these internal protons
make the working hypothesis that at least some of them r
a genuine interaction with an internal water molecule. To b
identify these hydration sites, we grouped these internal
tons on the basis of their spatial proximity. Three groups c
be identified, which are indicated with three different color
Fig. 3. There are only two protons which are not in sp
proximity with any other internal hydrated proton. They
displayed in white in Fig. 3.

An extended hydrophilic region, which we labeled regio
(light gray in Fig. 3), is observed in the distal side of the he
This relatively large area includes Asn 52, Trp 59, Leu 64,
67, and Thr 78. The heme itself is also part of this region
ePHOGSY peaks are observed with oneaCH2 of propionate 7
(36). This points to the presence of a hydration pathway in

rotein that permits the access of the water down to the
revice. It is constituted by the hydrophilic part of the inte
esidues Asn 52, Tyr 67, and Thr 78. A previous molec
ynamics calculation on both oxidized and reduced yeas

ochrome c predicted the presence of this pathway (55). Our
result provides experimental evidence for that. This is
important finding to address the electron transfer propertie
the dynamics of all cytochromes c.

A second region (region B, dark gray in Fig. 3) is obser
involving residues Gly 41 and Gln 42. This area is locate
the so-called proximal half of the protein, but it is alm
contiguous to region A.

ed
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6 BERTINI ET AL.
Another internal region (region C, gray in Fig. 3) s
involves the proximal side of the heme and includes the h
bound Thr 19, Lys 25, Asn 31, and Leu 32.

Figure 4 shows the six protons whose Ri values unam
ously result from intermolecular NOE with a long-lived wa
molecule using the present conservative approach. Alth
few, these protons are sufficient to confirm the locatio
some of the long-lived water molecules that have been p
ously proposed from X-ray, NMR, and MD calculatio
(4, 55, 56).

Four of these six constraints are in region A (light gr
namely, Trp 59 Hh and Hz2, and Tyr 67 Hb2 and Hb3. These
protons are located close to the heme, in the inner part o
hydration pathway. They demonstrate the presence of a
molecule in the heme crevice (the so-called “catalytic” wa
with a lifetime of 300 ps or longer, as obtained by the sig
the water–protein NOEs. This is in agreement with all
available X-ray structures of mithocondrial cytochrome
(5, 34, 56–60). The position of this water molecule is cons
tent with our previous proposal (36). This molecule could no

e identified in earlier NMR work on the oxidized protein (30),
lthough it was observed in the reduced protein (4). No other
onserved NOEs are observed in this region although
reviously discussed, the hydrophilic area A may accoun
ore than one water molecule.
A fifth constraint is located in region B (dark gray sphe
ith HN Gln 42. This constraint is sufficient to show

presence of a long-lived water molecule. Indeed, a water
ecule in this region has invariantly been observed from X
data about 3.5 Å apart from HN Gln 42, stabilized by H-bond
with N Gln42, O Lys 39, and an oxygen atom of the he
propionate 7 (34).

In most of the available X-ray structures, another inte
water molecule is observed close to the water molecule c
sponding to region B. No ePHOGSY peak due to NOE o
exchange unambiguously arising from this water molecule
been observed. Therefore, the present results do not pr
evidence for the presence of a second long-lived water m
cule close to the water of region B.

The sixth NOE is observed in region C with HN Thr 19 (gray
sphere). As in the case of region B, this NOE provides
dence that the identified hydrophilic region also hosts a l
lived water molecule. This is, again, consistent with the a
able X-ray data on cytochromes c which, in most cases, r
the presence of an internal water molecule about 3 Å away
from HN Thr 19, stabilized by H-bonds with Thr 19 a
Gly 29.

As no information is available on the chemical shift diff
ence between bulk and protein-associated waters giving r
exchange-relayed NOEs, no upper limit on the residence
of these waters may be given. Likewise, no information on
lower limit of the residence time of these waters may be gi
In the case of BPTI, relaxometry data collected on17O showed
that three of the internal water molecules have residence
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in the range 15 ns–1ms (61) while a fourth internal wate
molecule has a much longer residence time of 0.170 ms62).

It is interesting to compare the present results with a m
lar dynamics (MD) study on oxidized yeast cytochrom
55). The MD calculations were run using as the starting p
he X-ray structure containing all the crystallographic w
olecules and embedded in a bath of ca. 2000 addit
aters. The movements of the crystallographic water

ollowed during the MD trajectory. Only a few waters ma
ained their approximate position after 200 ps. Among t
ere the three internal buried waters identified in the pre
ork (regions A, B, and C). Therefore, the MD data sup
ur estimate of the long lifetime of the three water molec

n these regions.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present new experimental evidence for
long-lived water molecules inside the structure of oxid
horse heart cytochrome c, out of the six which were sugg
from previous NMR studies (4, 30). Unlike the three wate
molecules identified here, the additional water molecules
viously observed by NMR have not been consistently foun
the different X-ray structures of oxidized cytochromes c (63).
All the NOEs which were used in previous papers (4, 30) to
identify them are also confirmed in the present ePHOG
NOESY data, but they are then eliminated, as are many o
when exchange contributions are considered. This indi
that such hydration sites are located in a rather hydrop
environment, or are relatively external and then accessib
the bulk solvent. Therefore, assuming that the identificatio
those hydration sites previously pointed out is correct, our
indicate that such water molecules are likely to have m
shorter residence times than the three water molecules th
identified with our approach, and therefore, they should n
considered when discussing long-lived water molecules.
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